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Abstract 

In recent times the software systems have evolved in size and complexity. This has resulted in usage of object 
oriented programming in the development of such systems. Though object oriented programs are helpful in 
programming large systems, testing of such systems requires much more effort and time. For this the program is 
analyzed to create a model based on System Dependence Graph(SDG) which is then used to find locations within 
the program where the state of the program can be freezed and reused while executing other test cases. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we introduce a novel approach to distributed testing of object oriented programs based on state 
where intermediate state of the program is saved for reuse. The system brings about efficiency to testing by reusing 
saved states of the program during execution. The state of a program that is executing can be saved by using 
snapshotting techniques. In Java, continuation object can be used to capture everything in the java stack of a client 
(host) node. The continuation objects is then serialized and send to server which reinstates the state on a client node 
with the help of a client supervisor running on the client node. We propose a hosted model for this system where we 
have the client supervisor running above the operating system. This simplifies the client supervisor system as it need 
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not keep track of drivers and resources as these responsibilities will be taken care off at the operating system level. 
Fig.1. depicts the host with the client supervisor running over the host operating system. The client supervisor 
executes the testcase by reinstating the state of the program at a predetermined point within the program. 

 
Nomenclature 

FCFS First Come First Serve  
SDG  System Dependence Graph 
ANTLR Another Tool for Language Recognition 

 
The program to be tested is analyzed and a model is constructed based on SDG. The model helps in identifying 

potential points within the program where the state of the program in execution can be saved for further reuse. 
During execution of each testcase, the host saves the state at these points and sends these states to the server along 
with an identifier which will help in identifying the testcase to be run by reinstating the saved state. The host 
continues executing the testcase it was executing after sending the saved state to the server. 

The analyzer is basically a compiler that builds the model and then analyzes and profiles the code with statements 
for saving state and sending the state over to the server. 

The system apart from executing testcases simultaneously, it also bring about efficiency by reusing intermediate 
state of the already executed program by carefully analyzing for points within the program for which the subsequent 
statements have no dependence to preceding statements. It is worth noting that in traditional path coverage based 
testing the preceding statements are executed more times than statements that appear after a succeeding condition 
statement. In this approach however succeeding statements are the ones that will be executed more times as the 
preceding statements are not executed when the state is reinstated. In the discussion that follows we consider 
condition statements and focus on two paths corresponding to true and false evaluation of the condition statement. 
The loops can be accommodated into this concept by similar treatment. However for simplicity we focus only on 
condition statement. The result of analysis of similar approach to regression testing in the work published in11 is also 
presented in the Analysis section (section 4). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Client supervisor                     Fig. 2. System Architecture 

2. Intermediate representation for the compiled program 

The compiler analyses the program and profiles the code to be able to distribute the execution across various 
client nodes. The Fig.3 depicts the role of the compiler in analyzing the input program. During analysis the compiler 
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constructs a model based on SDG for the compiled program. This model is built by incorporating control flow and 
method sequence into the SDG.   We augment control flow into the SDG1,2 by introducing control flow edges which 
represents the ordering of statements within a given method. Method sequences are used within the model to 
represent methods invoking other methods along with the messages used for the invocation. An MM-Path (Method - 
Message Path) proposed in3,4 represents the sequence in which methods are executed and the corresponding 
messages invoking these methods. Detailed discussion about the model is available in9,10. Sample program as well as 
the augmented SDG is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Compiler analyses the program and profiles the code to be able to save and distribute the execution. 

 

 
public class Fibonacci { 
    public static void main(String a[]){ 
        int Count = 15;         
        int i, feb1, feb2, feb3; 
        feb1 = 0; 
        feb2 = 1; 
        i=2; 
        System.out.print(feb1); 
        System.out.print(feb2);                  
        while(i < Count){ 
            feb3 = feb1 + feb2; 
   System.out.print(feb3); 
            feb1 = feb2; 
   feb2 = feb3; 
  i++; 
        }         
    } 
} 

 
 

Fig. 4. Sample Program. 
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Fig. 5. Augmented SDG for the sample program in Fig. 4 9,10. 

The code is profiled (Fig.3.) to save state and to send the serialized state object to the server. Server then sends it 
to other client nodes for distributed execution of other testcases. The point at which the state is to be freezed or 
saved is determined by data dependence analysis. Each of the condition expression allows the execution to proceed 
along two different paths, doubling the number of execution paths considered till that statement. Each of the 
segments in the control flow path can be identified uniquely using the critical edge. The critical edge is the edge that 
connects the condition expression node with the next node along a control flow. In the Fig 6. the edge<si+2, si+3> 
as well as the edge <si+2,si+5> are critical edges representing two paths corresponding to two different control flow 
along the condition node si+2. In order to find the point at which the code is to be profiled with respect to the 
condition node si+2 we follow the data dependence edges originating initially at the node si+2 to preceding node 
until no more data dependence edges exists from a node. In Fig. 6. there is no further data dependence edge from 
node si. The code is profiled by inserting appropriate code to save state and send the state along with a condition 
statement identifier to the server for distributed testing. Critical edge information is particularly useful as the system 
works under the pretext that path information of each testcase is available before hand. 

 

3. Scheduling of execution of testcases 

The server performs the scheduling on a first come first serve basis (FCFS). Each time a state object is received 
by the server, there are exactly half of the testcases being executed or already scheduled for execution by the server 
with respect to the number of test cases required with respect to the current condition node. As each condition node 
has the effect of doubling the number of test cases for achieving path coverage. Hence the server will schedule those 
many more testcase runs on a first come first serve basis. First come first serve scheduling is an optimal scheduling 
in this scenario if there are no resource considerations during testing. This is because testcases are scheduled 
according to decreasing execution times as state is saved for distributed testing. As FCFS leads to least delay and 
since the testcases are scheduled according to decreasing execution time, it leads to an optimal scheduling. 
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int Count = 15; 

System.out.print(feb1); 
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Fig. 6. Code profiling 

4.    Analysis of the proposed method 

   For the purpose of analysis an arbitrary program with uniform features is assumed. It is assumed that the program 
has conditional statements at equal intervals between the first and last conditional statements and all of them are 
present sequentially. The conditional statements branches the control flow within the program along two different 
paths creating a multiplication effect of two to the total number of execution paths that exists till that statement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7.Data dependence for the condition nodes. Fig. 8. Code Fragment and part of the model representing the fragment 

We also assume that for each of the ci
th (Condition i in Fig.7.)condition statement is data dependent on a 

statement between the ci-1
th condition statement and ci

th condition statement and that this statement is 

 ... 
s1 cin >> x; 
s2 y=x; 
s3 if(y){ 
s4 ... 
s5 ... 
 } 
 else{ 
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s7 ... 
 } 
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approximately at the middle of this code segment. A code fragment and the part of the model representing the code 
fragment are shown in Fig.8. 
   Each condition statement ci makes it necessary to double the testcases in order to achieve path coverage Fig.9. Let 
the arbitrary program discussed above have a total of 'c' conditional statements. Then we require a total of ' 2c ' 
testcases Fig.9. Let us assume that each testcases take the same amount of execution time ‘t’ to finish execution. 
Then the total execution time for executing all the test cases is: 

 
= t/c*2c-1 +  2t/c * 2c-2  +  3t/c * 2c-3  +  4t/c * 2c-4   + … + (c-1)t/c * 21  +  t *  20           (1)    

 
           c-1                       

=   Σ          t/c * (c-i) * 2i 

              i=0                       
 

                 =t/c(2c+1 - (c+2))  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 9.Testcase count increases two fold with respect to each condition statement. 
 
 
The execution time for executing  testcases on a single node would be t and for executing over 'n' number of 
nodes is t /n. 
   For a program having 10 condition statements and a execution time of 1 millisecond would require 1024 
milliseconds for a system with distributed testing without saving of state compared to 202.8 milliseconds for a 
system with distributed testing with state saving.  
   The details relating to structural details and object oriented metrics can be used in testcase selection and testcase 
creation for the system discussed here 5,7,8. The system works based on the assumption that the internal structural 
details pertaining to each testcase is available beforehand. So such a system can work in tandem where testcases are 
generated automatically by code analysis or under the pretext that at least there is path information available for 
each testcase. 
   A similar approach was followed in our work cited in11 which related to regression testing with state saving 
approach is given below. The system with distributed execution with state saving is compared with single node 
execution and distributed execution of testcases without state saving in Fig.10 and Fig.11. The system was 
implemented by constructing a compiler in ANTLR6 following a similar approach. 
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4.1. Scenario in which this system is useful is:  

 When test cases are generated automatically using testcase generation tools which also provide execution trace 
information of each testcase. 

 Structural testing of software (white box testing). 
 Regression testing where trace information of prior run testcases are available. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 10. Execution times obtained during test runs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Test results 

5.    Conclusion 

   The system reduces the time required for testing considerably. This approach can be adopted for testing of 
programs that are tested over a platform that allows snapshotting or for languages that support features like 
continuation which allow for saving of states during execution.  
 

No  o f tes tcas es Single  Machine
Dis tributed tes ting 

witho ut s ta te  
s aving

Dis tributed tes ting 
with s aved s ta tes

5.0 217.9277493 72.64258311 86.47432859
7.0 305.0988491 101.6996164 89.09685871
9.0 392.2699488 130.7566496 93.00884871
11.0 479.4410485 159.8136828 96.10804778
13.0 566.6121483 188.8707161 99.30014751
15.0 653.783248 217.9277493 104.6101478
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6.    Future Work 

   The system can be implemented with a concept of k-coverage where the program is split into different segment 
and each segment can be executed exactly k-times. Each segment is independent with respect to other in terms of 
data dependence. Such an approach would increase the reliability of testing unlike the case where there is a chance 
that some segments are executed more often than others.  
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